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T1111: INDBl'JNJTB ARTICLE. 

IT has by many been taken for granted that none of the Vernacular 
languages of India have any thing corresponding to the Article, for no 
better reason apparently, than because there is no Article in the ~an
scrit. Yet in Clarkson's Gujarathf, (11.) Campbell's Telugu, (b.) and 
Lambrick's Singhalese, (c.) Grammars; in Hunter's Hindostani, (d.) 
Molesworth's Marathi, (e.) Candy's English and Marathi,(/.) Ram Ko
mul's English and Bengti.li, (g.) Garrett's Canarese, (A.) and Rottler's 
Tamil, (i.) Dictionaries, as well as in other authorities, the numeral 
adjective corresponding to one, like the French un and the Turkish 
bir, is stated to have occasionally the character and power of an 
Indefinite Article. 

(a) p. 13. (b) fl· 4.2. (c) p. 113. (d) iwder lhe word U.,, (•) under ~ No. :l. 

{/) under A. (g) under A. (h) fl· 147. (i) Vol. I. fl· !8'7. 
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As this indefinite ut1e of the numeral in the Vernacular Dialects of 
India, ditfer11 very considerably from the Indefinite Article of Euro
pean languages, it may be necessary to notice briefly in what the dif
terence consists. In European languagues the Article is used to point 
out ont: individual of a species indefinitely, without any emphasis. In 
the Indian tongues there is emphasis joined to the want of definite
ness. To express unemphatically and indefinitely that there is one 
individual in the mind of the speaker, the Hindus use simply the Noun 
without any addition. Thus " he gave me a rupee", is simply in 
llindostani, U1M mujhe rupaiya diya (ii~~~ f"1"~ To use 
de before rupaiya, in thi~ sentence would make it mean, " he gave me 
one rupee." When ~ is used indefinitely in India, it bas frequently 
the power of the English Article with the emphatic word certain affix
ed ; thus, ~ fi:J@" means not " a lion," but " a certain lion;" and in 

Marathi ~ ~ means on a certain occasion, though in this case 

the idioms of the two languages nearly coalesce, and we could proper
ly translate the phrase by the words, " once on a time," where the 

emphasis is given by the adverb once. Another use of~ is to eir.

press emphatically any one of a multitude ; thus in Marathi, a person 
who 'had got some urgent llusiness on his hands might say, 

( ~ 11~ ~m ) eka gadyala bolawa, " call a servant," meaning 
any one you can fiud. These or similar uses of the word will be 
found, according lo the authorities above referred to, in the other lan
guages of India, though I am unable from personal experience to 
speak more particularly on the subject. It will be admitted that the 
French un and the German ein, used for the Indefinite Article, are 
nothing more than the first number in the series of numerals, modified 
and adapted to a particular purpose ; and I think the same may be 
said of the English a, which in the form of an was anciently written 
1me, a word stilt used for 011e in the Lowland Scottish dialect. If the 
J:o'rench and Spanit•h auti Italian ut1, used as an article, be undoubtedly 
<leri,·ed from the I.atin unu1, we are furnished with an illustration of 
an imporlaut principle iu such enquiries; namely, that the construction 
of a language is much more stable than its Vocabulary. There is no 
article in the Latin language, and no such use ofunua as of11n in these 
tongue~, yet the latrer is most certainly derived from the former. So 
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there is DO such use or~ in the Saoacrit u that abore de1cribed, 

though the word is pure Sauscrit. 'fhis idiom, then, belongs to the 
Vernacular languages of India, 'all of which aa well aa that or Ceylon it 
pervades, and therefore must hare belonged to an aboriginal dialect 
spoken throughout the whole country before the language of the pop
ulation was influenced by the Brahmanical tongue. The substitu
tion of d: in the Northern languages for the ondu of the Southern, 
changes merely the word without atfecting the idiom. The classic word 
bas found insertion into the aboriginal language in the same manner 
as many an old baronial castle still retains its medieval configu
ration, though one battlement after another has had its old crumbling 
stones replaced by fretih materials ; or as in the classic land of 
Greece, or amid Egypt's massive monuments, the traveller descries 
some Turkish castle, constructed after a barbaric model, repaired with 
stones which once adorned a Parthenon or Osirian temple, and sees 
where lhe rough plastering has fallen otr, the chaste sculpture of 
some disciple of Phidias, or the pictured hittoglyphicfl of Egyptian 
sages. 

'fHE DEFINITE ARTICLE. 

In the same manner that thr. wotd, which expresses the numeral one 
is frequently used for an Indefinite Article, there is a particular particle 
that :when afli.ud to a word supplies the place of a Definite Article. 
As in the former.case, .the laws of.this article differ very considerably 
(wm those of the Definite:\rticle in European languages, and to explain 
its full import is attended with a difficulty similar to that which we no
ticed in rererence to the Indefinite Article. It at one time corresponds 
to an emphasis placed on the Personal Pronouns in the English, where 
frequently the demonstrative that may be substituted as wulai claor Aai, 
" He is the thief," or "that is the thief." At another time it points 
back to some one mentioned in the preceding context, and may with 
the pronoun .to which it is attached, he rendered by " the same ;" a!I 
1011li 1oi1/ai ie liye aya. " The same .came for the purpose of giving 
evidence." 

Thia particle in Binduatam and Beng&li is ( (i.) ; in Tamil, Caoa-
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rese and Telugu it auume1 the form of"'' (e); in Gujaratbl and Mar

wui w, (j); in M~athi 'if', (ch). 
It is true that we have spmething of an analogical particle ·in the 

'111!• of the Sanscrit, which may be used much in the same way as the 
abovementioned particles in the vernacular tongues, and some of 

them seem euily derivable from this very word. But others of them 
cannot be traced back to a Sanscrit origin, and are probably parts of 

the aborigin~I Iodian language, as the ~ of the Gujar&thi and the 

'f of the Marathi, which have no connection in sense with the 'if' of the 

Sanscrit. The inference in this case is not howe,·er so strong, and I 
would not lay so much stress on it as in ihe case of the use of ek for 
an Indefinite Article. 

TnE NovN. 

In u many of ihe Vernacular languages oflndia as have been sub
jected to Grammatical analysis, it has been usual to reckon seven 
cases besides the Vocative, as is done in Ranscrit ; though it might 
have been as easy to make out twice seven in most of them. A 
more rational practice has, however, been adopted in reference to some 
of the languages belonging to the northern family, and the genius or 
the particular tongue under analysis observed and followed, as is al
ways done in respect of the Numbers, which arc universally acknow
ledged to be but two, and of the genders, in reference to which some 
of the more northerly have only a Masculine and Feminine, as the 
Hindustani, which in this particular agrees with the French; others, 
like the 6ujarlithl and Marilthi, have three Gender11, depending a good 
deal on termination, as in Sanscrit and the ancient European langua
ges; while the southern family with the Oriya follows the law of nature, 
a!I is done in the Turkish and English. 

What are called cases in the langnages of antiquity, are apparently 
nothing more than the noun with particles, which when separated hB\"e 
no meaning, affixed or prefixed to nouns to point out their various re
lations to other words in the sentence, serving the same purpose that 
Prepositions do in the modern languages of Europe. That purpose 
i!I 11erved in the Indian Vernac.-ular tongues chiefly by what have been 
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called Poet-positions, because they are affixed to nouns. The only 
difference then between a Post-position and the sign of a case, will be 
that the one is by it.self significant, while the other is not. In the La
tin we have something in the shape of a Polit-position affixed to a 
Pronoun, in nobiacu•, when the particle cum is affixed to the sign of 
the case. If bia the sign of the Ablative, were elided and the word 
written nocum,we should have an exact parallel to the construction of 
many of what are called cases in the modern Indian languages. In
deed, even in the Latin language itself there are three Sanscrit cases 
included in what is called the Ablative, viz. the proper Ablative, expres
sed by the preposition de (from), the Locative by in, and the Instru
mental by ab (by) : and the Greeks include all these and the Dative 
also, under one case. In all the languages oflndia, the terminations for 
all the declensions are the same with a few rare and trifling exceptions, 
and in the same manner, except in about two instances in some of the 
languages, the terminations for the plural are the same as those for the 
singular. In both of those points they differ greatly from the Sanscrit 
and ancient languages of Europe, and agree with our modern lan
guages and with the Turkish. It is true that, as in the Turkish ler is 
introduced before the terminations of the singular to distinguish between 

the two numbers, so in Tamil 1f05" (gal), in the Canarese 11"'! (galu), and 
in the Telingee ~ (lu~ are inserted. This is· not improbably an abbre
viation of the Sanserit word U<liiil" (all), which in Tamil becomes~ 
and in Marathi u~. In the Bengali, in the same awkward way fif11 
(dig),execpt in the Nominative, is inserted, probably a corruption of the 
Sanserit a:i!TI. This word is often employed where we would use, &c. 
and in Marathi in the middle ofa word it beeomea ~<Ii. from which 
to a:imir, and last of all to fif11, the transition is sufficiently easy. In 
most of the northern languages, however, except in the Nominative 
plural, there is a nasal sound introduced before the termination to 
mark the plural, instead of the abovementioned syllables. Yet in all, 
the scheme is identical, and unlike any thing found elsewhere except 
in the Turkish and Tartar dialects. · 

In turning to the consideration of the particular eases, we may be
gin with the Accusative or Objective ease, which in the Sanscrit 
Grammars follows the Nominative. In reference to the Nominative 
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itself, there is no place for remark ; since in the northern family there 
is usually no termination that marks it, and the terminations which are 
used in the southern tongues, vary in every particular language. In 
the Hindustani, Gujarathi, Marathi,and Singhalese, there is no separate 
termination for the Accusative. In the Panjibf, it is formed by af

fixing ("J) au u in the Telugu, which is almost the same as the Ca
narese (~) nnu. In the Tamil, the sign of this case is(~) ai, cloeely 
allied to the Turkish (':;S') i. 

What however is especially to be remarked, as shewing a family re
semblance running through them all, is the rule that the Nominative 
is used for the Objective, in nouns when we speak of inanimate 
things, and for animate beings the Objective, in those languages that 
have a separate form for this case ; while in the others the Dative sup
plies its place. So singular a rule as this, especially in the use of the 
Nominative for the Objective even when the latter case exists in the 
language, could not have been the result of accident, and yet the rea
son is so recondite that we cannot suppose it occurring to the framers 
of a number of different and discordant dialects. This I e1:1teem one 
of the strongest proofs of an aboriginal vein running through the 
Vernacular Indian tongues ; for the rule is a constituent part of them all, 
and as such is noticed in all the Grammars. " The Instrumental case 

formed in Panjabi, Hiodostani and Marathi by (~) ne, in Bengali by 
(~), in Gujarathi by (~) e, all most probably corruptions from the 
Sanscrit or Pracrit, follows next in order. This case in the southel'D 
tongues is formed by different affixes. 

The next case, the Dative, seems in all the Vernacular tongues tobe 
purely an aboriginal inftexion,and can be traced from Cape Comorin to 

the Himalaya. In the Tamil and Oriya, we have (J') ku, which is also 
frequently need in Hiadi, though ( itr ) ko be more common. In Ben
gali, iii' ke is properly speaking the sign oftbe Objective, yet it is fre
quently used instead of the Dative. ( ~ ) lAo in the language of the 
Bodo a Himalayan tribe, is in the same predicament. In the Canarese 
for the DatiYe we hue sometimes it (ge), and sometimes t (ke) ; in 
Telugu ( f.ti", !', and ;tr, ) li, lv and lo. The Marathi Datit'e is ( ~ ) 
Id, for a parallel to which we are obliged to. pus the Himalayas to Ti
liet, iii the language of which ( l'JI') Is ia the 1igu of the DatKe; or eWllll 

' 
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the lndu11 to Afghani11tl.n, for the P1111htu Pronouns have ( ~ ) la the 
same as in Marathi, leading us to the Syro-Aral>ic prefix la. The 
common Pashtu termination for nouns is ( z:) ta, the same as in Sin
ghalese. Whatever may be said of these three last partial agree
ments,though still sufficiently striking, I think no one acquainted with 
the principles of philology can venture to affirm that the first men
tioned could have existed witho\Jt an original connection. 

The Ablative case, which comes next in order, seems in the north

ern family clearly derived from the Sanscrit, from the ( !f: ) lala, 

of which may be derived the Bengali ( ~) ite, the Gujarathi ( lfl) tAi, 

and the Panjabi ( i'i' ) te, and even the Hi11dostaoi ( ~ ) H. The 

Marathi ( r.r ) un may be deriYed from the ~ u of the Pracrit (a). 

The Tamil ( 81~ ) al doe11 not influence either the northern tongue11 

or the Canarese and Telinga, which make out the case by means of 

Post-positions. 

For the Genetife the Gujarathi nu ( ~) is probably connected with 

the Tamil in ( {Of), with (Of) na frequently used in Canarese, and with 

the old Marathi ( ~ ) c/iei1i. From the Telioga ( ~ ) 90Ua by 

contraction may be derived the ( i1if ) ka of the Hindostani, the ( '"If ) 

11a of the Marathi, the (ill") ja of the Sindhi, and the (it) ge of the Sin
ghalese, as the principal letters have all a great analogy with one an
other. It is a singular fact in regard to the northern family, that the 
Genetive is a 1egular Adjective agreeing in gender, number and cue 
with the Substantire with which it is connected. This, however, is 
not the case in the southern family. Such are the principal things 
worthy of notice that have occurred to me in reference to the Noun 
and its inflexions in the Vernacular languages of lndia. 

a. See Kalpa suue, Appeodi.1 p. 141. 



8 Mud Craine in the dillrict of LuH. 

AnT. 11.-.Memoranda on Mud praters in the district of 
Luss.-By CAPTAIN A. C. RosERTSON, H. M. 8th, Regt. 

(Communicated by CAPT. S. V. W. HART.) 

The following observation• were made by Capt. Robertson in the months of Au
gust and September 1849 when he visited these extraordinary Craters in the district 
of Luss. They had been seen before by Capt. S. V. W. Hart, and those called the 
"Rama Chandra Koops" had been described by that officer in his interesting " Pil
grimage to Hinglaj ," published in the Transactions of the Geographical Society of 
Bombay for 1839-40. Vol. Ill. p. 77. 

Capt. Robertson has divided his observations into sections headed " Groups (of 
craters) Nos. I, II, III, &c.", which will facilitate the reader in finding them in 
the annexed plan. (Plate I.) Ed. 

GaouP No. I. 
I visited this Group of Craters on the 11th of September. It is sit

uated in the range of the lesser Hara Mountains • opposite to the 
f{attewara wells, from which the Craters are distant about six miles. 
At this point of the Hara range the continuity of the sandstone 
ridges is broken on their eastern side, by the occurrence of an 
immense mass of whitish clay. The mass consists of two distinct 
hills rising with a steep ascent from a great sheet of clay, which des
cends with an extremely gentle slope, about lj- miles in length, to the 
foot.of the mountains. 

lo several places sandstone rocks protrude through this sheet, thus 
apparently indicating that the clay is super-imposed on the sandstone. 
Seen from the plain, the sheet has the appearance of being divided 
into channels by the sandstone rocks. It seems as if a stream of li
quid mud, descending from above in voluminous masses, had filled the 
hollows and covered the lower part of the sandstone ridges, leaving 
nothing visible but their highest rocks. 

" Of this range Cap. Hart •tales:···-" Although their height i• not ..01·y great, yet 
they present a singularly wild appearance, from their rising at once from the plain 
at an angle of Corty-five degrees on their eastern side, with a greater slope to the 
west-ward, and being totally bare of all verdure. They are composed of sandstone, 
and their summits arc broken into rugged peaks of the most fantastic shapes." Ed. 

s. ~q' Kup, a well. 

2 
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The surface of the sheet of clay is honey-combed like that of lhf' 

detached hills or Koops. It is also intersected by numerous deep 
fissures and chasms. 

From the largest of these fissures, (which penetrates into the heart 
of the mass and winds round the base of the southern hill), there 
issues a stream of waler which is perfectly clear and very inviting in 
appearance, but which, on being tasted, is found lo be so salt as to 
be quite undrinkable. This stream, after leaving the fissure, flows 
through a ravine formed by the low sandstone ridges, and after leav
ing the ravine, is quickly absorbed in the sandy desert, which 
stretches from the Hara.'! to the Pooralee. Several kinds of shrubs 
and plants flourish in the ravine ; 1.md on the banks of the stream a 
white salt is deposited. A yellow l'ediment is also found in the higher 
part of its course, where the stream traverses the mud fissures. 

The northern Hill, which, in ascending the sloping sheet of clay, 
lies on the right hand, bas a round unbroken outline and on its sum
mit an uneven plateau of considerable extent, presenting several cir
cular depreBSions which no doubt mark the sites of craters, formerly 
filled with liquid mud, but we were unable to discover any active mud 
fountain at present existing on the plateau. · 

The left hand or southern Hill, differs very much from the other in 
appearance and conformation. It is broken into numerous peaks and 
ridges and its whole surface is covered with clusters of the remark
able sugar loaf protuberances which form the characteristic feature of 
the Dowlaghur range. 

A group of active mud craters is situated on, and in the vicinity 
of a sharp pointed cone on the north-eastern side of this Hill, and 
011 the summit of this cone (which is extremely difficult to reach) is 
a perfectly flat, circular area about 60 or 60 paces in diameter, hav
ing on its western side an elliptical basin which measures 48 feet 
hy 30. 

This basin is filled with mud of the consistency of a thick paste. In 
one part of the mud was a small liquid spot from which gas escaped 
by large bubbles, rising al intervals to the surface, in the same man
ner as in the" Chandra Koops," of which hereafter. At a point at the 
foot of the cone, where a narrow ravine or fissure which separates 
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two ridges terminates, is another basin of a circular form, and about 
40 f~et in diameter, and filled with very liquid mud. 

On the left side of the ravine at the height of about 70 feet from 
the bottom is a small hole from which trickles a little strum ef mud
dy water. This hole is inmccessiWe entl I was 1111ah:le to see its in
terior; but I distinctly hearll within i• the aoile of ebullitions, causei 
by the escape of gas. A small stream of muddy water descends by 
the ravine leading from the foot of the £oae te the great fi95we, froM 
whence issues the llalt slream that flows through the valley at the foo• 

of the Hills. 
From the edge of the crater at the summit of the cone the Kalle· 

warra wells bear nearly east, (N. 86°, 30' E.). The Koops in the 
Great Hara range bear nearly west, (N. 26fr E.). 

The height of the crater above the plain I should estimate lo k 
certainly not less than 700 feet. 

Gaour, No. II. 

Tuz " RAMA CHANDRA KooPs." 

In this Group• I include the three cones visited by the Agwas t and 
their followers. 

Excepting the record of a few measun!ments I have nolhing to add 
to the accurate and graphic description of these cones given in Cap
tain Hart's " Pilgrimage to Hinglaj." 

'fhe description there given of their appearance and of the pheno
mena they present, with the exception of two very trifling differences, 
corresponds euctly with our observations-* 

• Visited 24, 25, 26, 27th August and 9tlr Septemb!'T. 

t " Spiritual Guid .. A of I he Pil!{rim -;. " Capt. llart, Joe. cit. 

~ •· Cro,sing the l'hur rin·r in which water is occasio-lly found: in pools, aad n.rr 
always be procured by digging, we halted at the Tilook Pooree wens, where an ell
tensiYe marsh was formed by the late rain. One toes from them in a we11terly dllec
tion, three hills of extremely light coloured earth rise almlptly from tlieplaia. That 
in the centre is about four hundred feet in height, of a eonical form with the apei; 
flattened and discoloured ; its eouthem and westem eiAca rathe• precipitona, but 
with a more gradual elope on the others. It is connected with a small one of the 
same form, but not more than half its size, by a causeway some fiCty paces in length. 
'l'he third bears the appenrance of the cone having been depressed and broken, and 
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When we visited the Koops, the two basins in the crater of the 
detached cone were not separated by a neck of land. 

They communicated with o~e another and both were filled with 
mud of lhe consistence of a thick paste. In the north-western part 
of the circumference of tbe large basin and in the south-western part 
of the small one, the surface of the mud was .tepressed and coverecl 
by pools of clear water. 

We did not observe any spring of water issuing from the •ortliem 
side of the Hill, ~ut a stream euotly of .the character of the rill dee 
scrilted in the " Pilgrimage" oozed from the tlllltr.n slope. It trick
led for a sho.rt distance, moistening the clay and converting it into a 
11arrow ltelt of mu.4. If this be the same spring as .the one noticed 

cm·crs a greater extent of ground than the other.. All three towards their bases 
are-illdenled with numerou• fissurca and cavitiee, which ru.n fllf into their interior. 
Their sidee are streaked ":ith channels u if Crom water buing flowed down them. 
On ascending to the summit oC the highest one, I obsened a basin oC liquid mud 
about one hundred paces in circwnCeri:nce, occupying its cnlire crest. Near the 
eouthem edge, at intervw oC a quart• oC a minute, a Cew small bubbles appeared 
on the aurCace; that part oC the mua wu then gently heaved up, and a jet oC liquid 
mud, about a foot in diameter, rose to that height. Another heave followed, and 
three jets rose ; but the third time only two. They were not of sn11icient magni
tude to diaturb the whole surface, the mud of which at a distance Crom the irrup
tion was ofa thicker eonsiateaey than where it took place. The pathway around 
the edge was alip.,ay 1111.d unaafe, kom its being quite saturated with moisture, which 
givea the top .a dark coloiired appearaaee. On the aouthem aide, a channel a few 
feet in breadth waa -quite wet Crom the irruption having recently flowed down it. I 
waa told that every " Monday " the jets rise with greater rapidity than at other 
timea, and then only did any oC the mud ooze out oC the baain. The entire coating 
of the hill appean to .be composed oC thie slime baked by the sun to hardness. No 
stones are to be found on it, but near the baae, I piclr.ed up a few pieces oC quartz.'' 

" Croaaing the ridge which connect thie hill with the leut oC the three, I climbed 
up its rather steep aide. In height or compass it is not half the magnitude of its 
neighbour, and ita basin, which is Cull of the aame liquid mud, cannot be more lb.an· 

twenty paces in diameter. The edge is so narrow and broken that I did not attempt 
to wallr. round it. One jet only rose on its surface, and it is not more than an inch 
in height or breadth. But a very small portion of the mass was wturbed by its 
action, and uthough the plain below bore e.-idl'llt marks of bu·inc been once ck
luged to a •hort distance ...-ith its stream, no irruption had appuently taken place 
for some years. At limes the surface oC this pool sinks almost to the level of thl' 
plain; at oth~rs it ris~s so as to onrflow its basin, bu_t grnerally it r~mains in lhr 
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in the "Pilgrimage," it is evident that it is not of so ephemeral a 
character as its appearance indicated. 

As the " Pilgrimage" does not notice the derivation or meaning of 
the term Koop, it may be worth while to mention that by referring to 
Shakespear's Dictionary it will be found that, "'I ,S is a word of San
ecrit origin and signifies " a well." 

During our stay at the Koops we made the following meuure
ments :-

Height of the highest cone above the level of the plain :
By first set of observations. . . . • • • •• • 320 feet 8 inches. 

second ...•.... do .......•..•• 307 I -
third .•...•...• do ............• 309 6 -

Mean of the three sets. • 312 
Diameter of the crater of lhe highest 

Koop .•..•............•••... M 
Do .•..•......... do. of the smallest 

Koop....................... 69 

6-

4-

quiellceat state in which I uw it. Two year1 ago it wu many feet below tbe eqe 
of the ereat." 

" On my way to the third hill, I passed OTer a ht of a f- Jnmdred yards which 
diridea itfrum the other two. Its ddea are mueh mon farrowed with llnra than 
theirs are, although their depth ii Ina, and its crest ia more elltended, an• its lieigh' 
about two hundred feet. oD reaching the 1ummit I obaened a large cinulu cavity 
aome 11.fty pacee in diameter, in which were two distinct pools of unequal 1ise di~ 
ded by a mound of earth ; one containing liquid mud, and the other CZ-. water. 
The 1urface or the former wu alightly agitated by about a dnen 1mall jets which 
bubbled up at mtenal.e ; but in the latter one done wu occuionally &cenullle. A 
1pace of a f- yarde utenda on thne aides from the outer cruet to the Njre of the 
canty, which ie about llfty feet above the level of tlle poole. Their aides are aearped 
and uneven. On descending the northena face, I remarked a amall atnam of clear 
water II.owing from one or the 11.uune into the. plain. It hall eridently only been 

running a f- houn. The mud 1111d water al all the poole ii ..it. A fourth hill, ait
uated clOH to the great range of Haru, and dietent from the re.t upwarda of ai.a 
miles, wu pointed out u having a eJmilar earity to that last deacn"'bed. Ita colour 
i1 the ume, and although the 1urf'ace i1 more rounded, ita summit appear1 broken. 
I regretted not having time to visit it." 

" The name given to theae singular production• of nature i1 the " Koopa of Raja 
Rama Chandra," by which appl'llation thry are known to all tribea."-Capt. Hart ; 
loc. cit. 
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